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Abstract No. 1084
Introduction: The APL Venus Environment Chamber (AVEC)
is a laboratory simulation vessel designed to mimic in-situ
conditions of Venus (and potentially other planetary bodies)
including:
• Surface temperature
• Surface pressure
• Atmospheric composition at the surface
AVEC (Figs. 1, 3, 4) was designed in conjunction with Parker
Autoclave and is controlled using the Universal Reactor
Controller, URC-II (Fig. 2). Temperature is monitored by two
thermocouples (well and wall), and pressure by an
integrated transducer. The AVEC body:
• Is made of Inconel
• Has a well diameter of 2.5” and depth of 9”
• Has a thermowell depth of 6”
It can contain a small volume of analog atmosphere
provided by custom-ordered gases fed through a hose from
a canister. The chamber enables:
• Simple gas-solid reaction chemistry experiments
• Via feedthrough:
External monitoring of simple devices
Testing of prototype sensors from inside

•
•

When temperature and pressure are set, they can be
maintained in the chamber for prolonged periods of time
(weeks to months). The temperature. and pressure
tolerances of the chamber are:
• 500+°C
• 4,000+ PSI
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Pilot and Functionality Tests: Pilot tests have been
performed with AVEC to observe the workings of the
chamber and the controller. Pilot and functionality tests
include:
• A basic “warm” test where the vessel reached
40°C
• A nitrogen gas purge test where the vessel
reached 380°C
In early tests, the rate of temperature change is a
controllable parameter, and will be slow. During the first
test to a Venus condition, a sample of basalt and calcite
was placed in the well, and the vessel heated to 380°C.
More observations about the workings of the chamber
were made, thus giving a better understanding of its
mechanisms.
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Future for AVEC: The main future goal for AVEC is to be open
to the scientific community for all to utilize. In AVEC,
experimenting with various minerals will help improve
understanding of the geochemical, compositional, and
physical changes of rock-forming minerals on the surface of
Venus. AVEC is a smaller, less capable, experiential venue than
the NASA Glenn Extreme Environment Rig (GEER) [1], which
has been utilized to perform similar experiments. Custom
gases can be produced to enable a variety of gas-solid reaction
and rate experiments [2]. Simple sensor tests for observations
and measurements will be helpful for research into
atmospheric composition. FirefOx, an oxygen fugacity sensor,
can discover new information regarding the planet’s
geochemistry [3].
Other future tests for AVEC include:
• Venus mean elevation temperature (~465°C ), inert
(N2 purge) atmosphere
• A CO2-N2 test that mimics a general Venus atmosphere
at mean Venus surface T and P (~92 bar)
• A test involving trace gases (including sulfur) to more
precisely imitate Venus atmosphere
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Two samples, one of basalt, and the other of calcite were
placed into the chamber with nitrogen gas, and heated to
380°C (average temp. at the highest Venusian elevations).
Images of the samples were taken in the SEM before and
after the experiment. The basalt remained similar, both
physically and chemically. The calcite, however, may have
partially thermally decomposed to CaO, and took on a
powder, salt-like physical form [4]. A decrease in carbon in a
heated grain is visible in XRF.

